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A WORD
FROM THE
CHAIRMAN
According to Wikipedia, an annual
report is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and
other interested people information
about the company's activities and
financial performance. They may be
considered as grey literature. Most
jurisdictions require companies to
prepare and disclose annual reports,
and many require the annual report
to be filed at the company's registry.
Companies listed on a stock exchange
are also required to report at more
frequent intervals.
Other information deemed relevant to
stakeholders may be included, such
as a report on operations for
manufacturing firms or corporate
social responsibility reports for
companies with environmentally or
socially sensitive operations. In the
case of larger companies, it is usually
a sleek, colorful, high-gloss
publication.
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COWORKING
SPACE
BY BERTHA SIERRA
Leverage agile frameworks to provide
a robust synopsis for high level
overviews. Iterative approaches to
corporate strategy foster collaborative
thinking to further the overall value
proposition. Organically grow the
holistic world view of disruptive
innovation via workplace diversity
and empowerment.Bring to the table
win-win survival strategies to ensure
proactive domination.

JULY 2019

At the end of the day, going forward,
a new normal that has evolved from
generation X is on the runway
heading towards a streamlined cloud
solution. User generated content in
real-time will have multiple
touchpoints for offshoring.Capitalize
on low hanging fruit to identify a
ballpark value added activity to beta
test. Override the digital divide with
additional clickthroughs from
DevOps. Nanotechnology immersion
along the information highway will
close the loop on focusing solely on
the bottom line.

35%
Collaboratively administrate
empowered markets via plugand-play networks

72%
Bring to the table win-win
survival strategies to ensure
proactive domination.
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A GLOBAL
REVIEW

Podcasting operational change
management inside of workflows to
establish a framework. Taking seamless
key performance indicators offline to
maximise the long tail. Keeping your eye
on the ball while performing a deep dive
on the start-up mentality to derive
convergence on cross-platform
integration.
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In 2018, the sales have successfully regain its peak in December
after the lowest sales achieved in February.
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In 2018, the market share for the last 6 months have
improved since last year.
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12M

The Agreement marks a
qualitative change going
forward. For the first time,
practically all emitting countries
reached a consensus about the
need to reduce greenhouse gas

A common factor is a sizeable
increase in renewable
generation. Overall, this will
entail investments totalling
more than 400 billion dollars
per year over the next 15 years.

30%

25%

The year 2016 and subsequent
years will undoubtedly bring
their own challenges and
business opportunities. We are
moving forward from a solid
strategic position

Which has enabled the Board of
DirectorsDirectors to propose a
25% increase in the dividend
with the goal of setting a new
baseline from which to offer
moderate sustainable

